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Black Wolves
An exiled captain returns to help the son of the king who died under his protection
in this rich and multi-layered first book in an action-packed new series. Twenty two
years have passed since Kellas, once Captain of the legendary Black Wolves, lost
his King and with him his honor. With the King murdered and the Black Wolves
disbanded, Kellas lives as an exile far from the palace he once guarded with his
life. Until Marshal Dannarah, sister to the dead King, comes to him with a plearejoin the palace guard and save her nephew, King Jehosh, before he meets his
father's fate. Combining the best of Shogun and Vikings, Black Wolves is an
unmissable treat for epic fantasy lovers everywhere.

Cold Iron
All of Waylander's instincts had screamed at him to spurn the contract from Kaem
the cruel, the killer of nations. But he had ignored them. He had made his kill. And
even as he went to collect his gold, he knew that he had been betrayed. Now the
Dark Brotherhood and the hounds of chaos were hunting him, even as Kaem's
armies waged war on the Drenai lands, intent on killing every man, woman, and
child. The Drenai soldiers were doomed to ultimate defeat, and chaos would soon
reign. Then a strange old man told Waylander that the only way to turn the tide of
battle would be for Waylander himself to retrieve the legendary Armor of Bronze
from its hiding place deep within a shadow-haunted land. He would be hunted. He
was certain to fail. But he must try, the old man commanded--commanded in the
name of his son, the king, who had been slain by an assassin Waylander was the
most unlikely of heroes--for he was a traitor, the Slayer who had killed the king

Waylander
The first book in a brand-new series, The Black Cobra Quartet, from New York
Times and USA Today bestselling romance author Stephanie Laurens, The
Untamed Bride is the story of a bold, beautiful woman with a scandalous past and
a battle-hardened, sinfully wealthy, completely unstoppable man who must join
forces to fight a deadly foe known only as the Black Cobra—and who must also
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confront the dangers of the heart . . .

Blood of the Mantis
This lauded work of science fiction and New York Times Notable Book of the Year
explores a universe where genetic mutations have allowed certain individuals to
traverse the stars. It is the second stage of human colonization—the first age,
humanity's initial attempt to people the stars, ended in disaster when it was
discovered that Earth's original superluminal drive did permanent genetic damage
to all who used it—mutating Earth's far-flung colonists in mind and body. Now, one
of Earth's first colonies has given humanity back the stars, but at a high price—a
monopoly over all human commerce. And when a satellite in Earth's outer orbit is
viciously attacked by corporate raiders, an unusual young woman flees to a ship
bound for the Up-and-Out. But her narrow escape does not mean safety. For
speeding across the galaxy pursued by ruthless, but unknown adversaries, this
young woman will discover a secret which is buried deep inside her psyche—a
revelation the universe may not be ready to face.

The October Faction: Supernatural Dreams
Fraternal twins Nels and Suvi move beyond their royal heritage and into military
and magical dominion in this flintlock epic fantasy debut from a two-time Campbell
Award finalist. Prince Nels is the scholarly runt of the ancient Kainen royal family of
Eledore, disregarded as flawed by the king and many others. Only Suvi, his
fraternal twin sister, supports him. When Nels is ambushed by an Acrasian scouting
party, he does the forbidden for a member of the ruling family: He picks up a fallen
sword and defends himself. Disowned and dismissed to the military, Nels
establishes himself as a leader as Eledore begins to shatter under the attack of the
Acrasians, who the Kainen had previously dismissed as barbarians. But Nels knows
differently, and with the aid of Suvi, who has allied with pirates, he mounts a
military offensive with sword, canon, and what little magic is left in the world.

Throne of the Crescent Moon
For more than a millennium now Erna’s humans have maintained an uneasy
stalemate with the fae, that treacherous force of nature which feeds on the human
psyche. Adepts and sorcerers work the fae for their own profit, while the demonic
creatures who feed upon such efforts rapidly gain in power and ambition. Now one
of these demons, a Iezu called Calesta, has declared war on all of mankind. Master
of illusion, devourer of pain, he plans to remake the human species until mankind
exists only to sate his unquenchable thirst for suffering, and omens of his triumph
are already apparent. Only Damien Vryce, warrior-priest of the One God, and his
unlikely ally, the undead sorcerer Gerald Tararnt stand between Calesta and his
triumph. Nothing short of the demon’s absolute destruction will save mankind from
his unholy influence. But no one on Erna is certain just what the Iezu really are and
no man has ever succeeded in killing one. Faced with an enemy who may prove
invulnerable, Damien and Tarrant must risk everything in a war that will take them
from the depths of Hell to the birthplace of demons and beyond—in a battle which
could cost them not only their lives, but the very soul of all mankind.
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The Madness Season
Anne de Vernase rejoices that she has no talent for magic. But she is dismayed to
learn the king intends to barter her hand in marriage. Anne recognizes that the
summoning carries implications far beyond her bleak future. And a murder in the
queen's inner circle convinces Anne that her young sister's magical death wasn't
accidental. With no one to trust, Anne must take on her sister's legacy to discover
the truth-thrusting herself into a centuries-old struggle that could forever alter the
boundaries of magic, nature, and the divine.

Through the White Wood
An ABC storybook for adults based on the award-winning God of War franchise. In
this humorous take on Sony Interactive Entertainment’s God of War franchise,
Kratos teaches his son Atreus the ABC’s of the nine realms, including lessons
learned from Kratos’s past mistakes. Kratos fills the book’s pages with the
essential vocabulary from the world of the game, imparting his questionable (at
times) wisdom in an irreverent and entertaining style. Accompanied by original
illustrations, God of War: B is for Boy: An Illustrated Storybook is a delightful
satirical tour through the world of the critically acclaimed game.

Fortress Draconis
In the first age of Andeira, men and dragons brought together the two halves of
the elemental magic of the world to create a union through which their magic, and
the world, could support and renew itself. When war broke out, that union was
destroyed - deliberately severed by the ancient mages in a desperate attempt to
stop their enemies. They knew the price of their actions: the dragons would
disappear from Andeira until such time as it would be safe for them to return,
stripping the world of half the elemental magic it needed to survive. What the
mages did not realise was that their enemies would survive the severing of the
bond, threatening the prophecy created by the dragons to ensure their return in a
later age. Three thousand years on, the world is slowly dying, and the dragons
have been forgotten by all but a few. This is the story of one man's search across
their ancient homeland, and his desperate bid to fulfil the prophecy and bring the
dragons back into the world.

Crown of Shadows
The young peasant woman Kamala has proven strong and determined enough to
claim the most powerful Magister sorcery for herself-but now the Magisters hunt
her for killing one of their own. Her only hope of survival lies in the northern
Protectorates, where spells are warped by a curse called the Wrath that even the
Magisters fear. Originally intended to protect the lands of men from creatures
known only as souleaters, the Wrath appears to be weakening -- and the threat of
this ancient enemy is once more falling across the land.

In Conquest Born
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In the High Kingdom of Danton Aurelius, magisters from across the known world
are gathering for an unusual meeting. The High King's son is dying of an
apparently incurable wasting disease, and he has charged them with providing an
explanation and a cure. There is a mystery here, but not the one the High King
thinks: the magisters know the cause of the prince's illness but they dare not
reveal it for fear that it will expose the secret at the heart of their order. No, the
mystery is not what is responsible, but who. . . Now the magisters must embark
upon a manhunt, racing against time, before the High King learns the truth. But
they have not counted on the young prince's determination to control his own fate,
nor on the existence of Kamala, a young woman schooled in their own arts, who
will soon shake the world to its very roots.

Dragons and Unicorns
Mr. Creacher, a multi-tentacled substitute teacher, warns his prankish students not
to misbehave, recounting rhyming cautionary tales of the weird, spooky, and
unexpected.

A Man Betrayed
In this first volume of The Book of Sorahb, Bell introduces readers to a world of
honor, danger, and magic in a spellbinding tale of self-discovery of three young
people who watch as their world is torn apart.

Silver Mage
Created in collaboration with the legendary rock band, Rush, best-selling author
Kevin J. Anderson offers a novelization of group's new album.

Dominion
With their former leader and father retired, the rest of the Allan family adjusts to
the new status quo and brings the monster-hunting business into the modern era.
But a sinister and powerful new evil stirs one that could tear the family apart! The
town of Gristlewood is under attack from the most powerful being it has ever seen.
Vivian and Geoff take the lead in fighting the evil, but can they even begin to
match its power? Or will this be the end of the October Faction?

Dragon Harper
Set in Williams' New York Times bestselling fantasy world, the second book of The
Last King of Osten Ard returns to the trials of King Simon and Queen Miriamele as
threats to their kingdom loom The kingdoms of Osten Ard have been at peace for
decades, but now, the threat of a new war grows to nightmarish proportions.
Simon and Miriamele, royal husband and wife, face danger from every side. Their
allies in Hernystir have made a pact with the dreadful Queen of the Norns to allow
her armies to cross into mortal lands. The ancient, powerful nation of Nabban is on
the verge of bloody civil war, and the fierce nomads of the Thrithings grasslands
have begun to mobilize, united by superstitious fervor and their age-old hatred of
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the city-dwellers. But as the countries and peoples of the High Ward bicker among
themselves, battle, bloodshed, and dark magics threaten to pull civilizations to
pieces. And over it all looms the mystery of the Witchwood Crown, the deadly
puzzle that Simon, Miriamele, and their allies must solve if they wish to survive.
But as the kingdoms of Osten Ard are torn apart by fear and greed, a few
individuals will fight for their own lives and destinies—not yet aware that the
survival of everything depends on them.

This Alien Shore
In Conquest Born is the monumental science fiction epic that received
unprecedented acclaim—and launched C.S. Friedman's phenomenal career. A
sweeping story of two interstellar civilizations—locked in endless war, it was
nominated for the John W. Campbell Award.

Taming Fire
Award-winning artist Whelan has illustrated the work of almost every major author
in speculative fiction. Here are featured all the artist's major recent paintings, as
well as a series of 25 never-before-seen works produced especially for this book.
Over 100 full-color reproductions.

Master and Fool
Over a millennium ago, Erna, a seismically active yet beautiful world was settled
by colonists from far-distant Earth. But the seemingly habitable planet was fraught
with perils no one could have foretold, and the colonists found themselves caught
in a desperate battle for survival against the fae, a terrifying natural force with the
power to prey upon the human mind itself, drawing forth images from a person's
worst nightmare or most treasured dreams and indiscriminately giving them life.
Twelve centuries after fate first stranded the colonists on Erna, mankind has
achieved an uneasy stalemate, and human sorcerers manipulate the fae for their
own profit, little realising that demonic forces which feed upon such efforts are
rapidly gaining in strength. Now, as the hordes of the dark fae multiply, four people
- Priest, Adept, Apprentice and Sorcerer - are about to be drawn inexorably
together for a mission which will force them to confront an evil beyond their
imagining, in a conflict which will put not only their own lives but the very fate of
humankind in jeopardy

Empire of Grass
Volume 2 of the Book of Words series, is a fantasy adventure where the lethal
conspiracies and deadly intrigues of the mighty can be countered only by the
power of magic.

Flame
The Known Lands are teetering on the brink of war. Desperate to avert worldwide
catastrophe, Jack, the baker's boy, must learn to harness the full strength of his
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magic to face his ultimate destiny--a final confrontation with the murderously evil
Kylock.

A Stone in Heaven
"Daven Carrickson grew up as a beggar in the filthy alleys beneath the shadows of
the palace. He's the son of a known thief, disgraced and despised. His only real
talent is his ability with a sword, and his only real chance at finding honor or a
home is a desperate dream of joining the King's Guard. Then Daven receives a new
future when Master Claighan invites him to study magic at the Academy. The
wizard offers to make him into a new kind of soldier: a swordsman equally skilled
with forged blades and mystic forces. It only helps that Daven has no home, no
family, and nothing left to lose."--Page 4 of cover.

The Soul Mirror
Twenty-five years after the events of The Dark Glory War, the survivors of the
original conflict join forces with a new generation of heroes to once again battle
the forces of evil led by the tyrant Chytrine as Will, an orphaned young thief,
becomes a pawn in the struggle between powerful world leaders. Original.

Fantasy Literature and Christianity
Returning to the universe of New York Times Notable book This Alien Shore comes
a new space opera from an acknowledged master of science fiction. When deepspace travel altered the genes of the first interstellar colonists, Earth abandoned
them. But some of the colonies survived, and a new civilization of mental and
physical “Variants” has been established, centered around clusters of space
stations known as the outworlds. Now the unthinkable has happened: a suicide
assault has destroyed the life support system of a major waystation. All that is
known about the young men responsible is that in their last living moments they
were receiving messages from an uninhabited sector of space, and were playing a
virtual reality game. Two unlikely allies have joined forces to investigate the
incident: Ru Gaya, a mercenary explorer with a taste for high risk ventures, and
game designer Micah Bello, who must find the parties responsible for the attack in
order to clear his name. From the corridors of a derelict station lost to madness to
an outlaw stronghold in the depths of uncharted space, the two now follow the trail
of an enemy who can twist human minds to his purpose, and whose plans could
bring about the collapse of outworld civilization.

Black Sun Rising
From Saladin Ahmed, finalist for the Nebula and Campbell Awards, comes one of
the year's most acclaimed debuts: Throne of the Crescent Moon, a fantasy
adventure with all the magic of The Arabian Nights. The Crescent Moon Kingdoms,
home to djenn and ghuls, holy warriors and heretics, are at the boiling point of a
power struggle between the iron-fisted Khalif and the mysterious master thief
known as the Falcon Prince. In the midst of this brewing rebellion a series of brutal
supernatural murders strikes at the heart of the Kingdoms. But these killings are
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only the earliest signs of a plot for the Throne of the Crescent Moon that threatens
to turn the great city of Dhamsawaat, and the world itself, into a blood-soaked ruin.
From the Paperback edition.

The Sapphire Rose
The Bear and the Nightingale meets Frostblood in this lushly romantic and
intensely imaginative historical fantasy from the author of Beyond a Darkened
Shore! When Katya loses control of her power to freeze, her villagers banish her to
the palace of the terrifying Prince Sasha in Kiev. Expecting punishment, she is
surprised to find instead that Sasha is just like her—with the ability to summon fire.
Sasha offers Katya friendship and the chance to embrace her power rather than
fear it. But outside the walls of Kiev, Sasha’s enemies are organizing an army of
people bent on taking over the entire world. Together, Katya’s and Sasha’s powers
are a fearsome weapon. But as their enemies draw nearer, will fire and frost be
enough to save the world? Or will Katya and Sasha lose everything they hold dear?

Arrow
Substitute Creacher
The first book in the action-filled urban fantasy Dreamwalker trilogy follows Jessica
Drake as she navigates the dangerous landscape of distant worlds and dimensions
All her life Jessica Drake has dreamed of other worlds, some of them similar to her
own, others disturbingly alien. She never shares the details with anyone, save her
younger brother Tommy, a compulsive gamer who incorporates some aspects of
Jessica’s dreams into his games. But now someone is asking about those
dreamsand about her. A strange woman has been watching her house. A visitor to
her school attempts to take possession of her dream-inspired artwork. Why? As she
begins to search for answers, it becomes clear that whoever is watching her does
not want her to learn the truth. One night her house catches on fire, and when the
smoke clears she discovers that her brother has been kidnapped. She must figure
out what is going on, and quickly, if she and her family are to be safe. Following
clues left behind on Tommy's computer, determined to find her brother and bring
him home safely, Jessica and two of her friends are about to embark on a journey
that will test their spirits and their courage to the breaking point, as they must
leave their own world behind and confront the source of Earth's darkest legends –
as well as the terrifying truth of their own secret heritage.

The Art of Michael Whelan
The debate surrounding the Christian aspects of C.S. Lewis's The Chronicles of
Narnia, J.R.R. Tolkien's The Lord of the Rings, Philip Pullman's His Dark Materials
and J.K. Rowling's Harry Potter has revealed not only the prominence of religious
themes in fantasy fiction, but also readers' concerns over portrayals of religion in
fantasy. Yet while analyses of these works fill many volumes, other fantasy series
have received much less attention. This critical study explores the fantastic
religions and religious themes in American and Canadian works by Stephen R.
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Donaldson (Chronicles of Thomas Covenant), Guy Gavriel Kay (Fionavar Tapestry),
Celia S. Friedman (Coldfire Trilogy), and Brandon Sanderson (Mistborn). References
to biblical tradition and Christian teachings reveal these writers' overall approach
to Christianity and the relationship between Christianity and the fantasy genre.

The Untamed Bride
Offers brief biographies of the heroes and villains of the series, including Oliver
Queen, Roy Harper, and Malcolm Merlyn.

When True Night Falls
NATIONAL BESTSELLER • “Captivating . . . The McCaffreys are well known for their
brilliant characterizations, and they do not disappoint here.”—Booklist In Fort Hold,
a clutch of fire-lizard eggs is about to hatch, and Lord Bemin’s beautiful young
daughter, Koriana, is determined to Impress one of the delightful creatures. At the
hatching, apprentice harper Kindan Impresses a fire-lizard of his own . . . and wins
the heart of Koriana. But Lord Bemin mistrusts harpers and will not hear of a match
between his daughter and the low-born Kindan. Then fate intervenes in the form of
a virulent plague as fast-spreading as it is deadly. Arising suddenly, as if out of
nowhere, the contagion decimates hold after hold, paying no heed to distinctions
of birth. In this feverish crucible, friendship and love will be tested to the breaking
point and beyond. For with Threadfall scant years away, the Dragonriders dare not
expose themselves to infection, and it will fall to Kindan and his fellow apprentices
to bravely search for a cure and save humanity. “Strong storytelling and
compelling drama, along with memorable characters.”—Library Journal

The Wilding
The tribal Braxaná-created to become the ultimate warriors. The Azeans-raised to
master the power of the mind. Two civilizations fighting an endless war over a longforgotten cause. Now, after a century and a half, the legacy of their greatest
military leaders threatens to tear apart both empires.

Clockwork Angels
Describes the physical features and behaviors of dragons and unicorns.

The Girl Who Heard Dragons
Blending science fiction and fantasy, the second book of the Coldfire Trilogy
continues a dark tale of an alien world where nightmares are made manifest. Two
men, absolute enemies, must unite to conquer an evil greater than anything their
world has ever known. One is a warrior priest ready to sacrifice anything and
everything for the cause of humanity's progress; the other, a sorcerer who has
survived for countless centuries by a total submission to evil. In their joint quest,
both will be irrevocably changed. When True Night Falls is the sequel to C. S.
Friedman's acclaimed Black Sun Rising.
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Dreamwalker
Miriam Abrams, who studies the alien inhabitants of Ramnu, seeks aid from
Admiral Flandry to save that planet from an impending ice age

This Virtual Night
Driven by the ghosts of the Darakyon, Achaeos has tracked the stolen Shadow Box
to the marsh-town of Jerez, but he has only days before the magical box is lost to
him forever. Meanwhile, the forces of the Empire are mustering over winter for
their great offensive, gathering their soldiers and perfecting their new weapons.
Stenwold and his followers have only a short time to gather what allies they can
before the Wasp armies march again, conquering everything in their path. If they
cannot throw back the Wasps this spring then the imperial black-and-gold flag will
fly over every city in the Lowlands before the year's end. In Jerez begins a fierce
struggle over the Shadow Box, as lake creatures, secret police and renegade
magicians compete to take possession. If it falls into the hands of the Wasp
Emperor, however, then no amount of fighting will suffice to save the world from
his relentless ambition.

God of War: B is for Boy
Three hundred years had passed since the Tyr conquered the people of Earth as
they had previously overcome numerous races throughout the galaxy. In their
victory they had taken the very heart out of the human race, isolating the true
individualists, the geniuses, all the people who represented the hopes, dreams,
and discoveries of the future, and imprisoning them in dome colonies on planets
hostile to human life. There the Tyr, a race which itself shared a unified gestalt
mind, had left these gifted individuals to work on projects which would, the
conquerers hoped, reveal all of human kind's secrets to them. Yet Daetrin's secret
as one no scientist had ever uncovered, for down through the years he had
succeeded in burying it so well that he had even hidden his real nature from
himself. But, taken into custody by the Tyr, there was no longer any place left for
Daetrin to run, no new name and life for him to assume. Now he would at last be
forced to confront the truth about himself—and if he failed, not just Daetrin but all
humans would pay the price

Age of Iron
Sparhawk, who is in possession of the magical sapphire that can help him save
Queen Ehlana, must first dodge the powers of the evil god Azash

Feast Of Souls
LEGENDS AREN'T BORN. THEY'RE MADE. Dug Sealskinner is a down-on-his-luck
mercenary traveling south to join up with King Zadar's army. But he keeps
rescuing the wrong people. First Spring, a child he finds scavenging on the
battlefield, and then Lowa, one of Zadar's most fearsome warriors, who has vowed
revenge on the king for her sister's execution. Now Dug's on the wrong side of the
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thousands-strong army he hoped to join -- and worse, Zadar has bloodthirsty druid
magic on his side. All Dug has is his war hammer, one small child, and one
unpredictable, highly-trained warrior with a lust for revenge that might get them all
killed . . .

Legacy of Kings
A compilation of the previously uncollected fiction of the popular fantasy author
includes a new novella about Pern, the author's popular fantasy world, as well as
an introduction by the author. Reissue.
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